TECH SPEC 'THERE AND BACK AGAIN, AN ODYSSEY' – March 2017
GENERAL SETTING

COMPUTER

LIGHTS
We have 8 lights that are controlled by our dimmers. We need 5 profiles from the theatre that should go into channels 9, 10 and 11

DMXch lights
1...8

Table lights (see diagram)

9

Profile on floor up-stage

10

Profile hung above table

11

Profile hung front of house near edge of stage

TOUCH

Our set consists of a hinged folding table which is 2 metres wide by 1 metre deep by 2 metres high.
It is placed stage left, side-on to the audience.
On the above diagram number 6 (the light on top of our front camera) is closest to the audience.
Lights 2,3,4,8 and the touch pads are on the flat part of the table
Lights 1, 5 and 7 are on the vertical part.
These are the lights we are using
http://www.ikea.com/gb/en/products/lighting/work-lamps/jansj%C3%B6-led-work-lamp-black-art-00169659/
http://www.ikea.com/gb/en/products/lighting/work-lamps/jansj%C3%B6-led-wall-clamp-spotlight-black-art-80315652/
The show cues are controlled by the actor through a touch pad that is connected to our computer through an ethernet cable
Our table has 2 touch sensitive strips which the actor uses to go forward or backward in the show cues. There is also a foot pedal.

Our screen is made of gauze and is 180cm high by 250 cm wide. It should be hung up-stage right of the table with the top of the screen
being 215 cm off the ground. This means that we need a minimum space of 5 metres x 5 metres x 2.5 metres for the show.

CAMERAS
We have 3 cameras that we use during the show. The cameras send a live feed through our projector onto our screen
AUDIO
Audio - sound is controlled by the actor. We need a minijack cable to link your sound system into our computer.

We need a radio microphone, either lapel or headset.
PROJECTOR
Distance from projector to screen 135 cm
Size of screen 250 x 180 cm
Height of top of screen - 215 cm

POWER REQUIREMENTS
We need 4 13 amp sockets.
These power our computer
Our monitor
Our front camera
Our touch pad
2 dimmers
Our projector
2 lights
A hairdryer
Our smoke

CONTACT
Patrick Lynch

machine

patrick@lyngo.co.uk

07957134943

